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Abstract: The authordescribes the development of this State's program to investigate
crimes dealing with hazardous waste disposal. Particular emphasis is placed on the
pitfalls and advantages of a hybrid positionas used in this state. As illustrated in the
summary, it is notbeyondthescopeof statewildlife enforcement agencies to investigate
and prosecute these crimes that do vast amounts of damage to the natural resources.
In manycases, an actof hazardous wastedisposal can do moredamage to anecosystem
and its natural resources than an entire family or even generations of poachers.
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In 1988, a need was recognized for criminal investigations of complex environ
mental crimes, specifically violations of the West Virginia Hazardous Waste Man
agement Act (WV20-SE) which is a direct parallel to the Federal Resource Conserva
tion and Recovery Act (42 USC 6928). These hazardous waste crimes are unique
for several reasons:

1.) They are the only environmental felonies in the state code.

2.) It is practically impossible to prove one of these crimes without analytical
data.

3.) Very few law enforcement officers have the legally required training to be
on a hazardous waste site to collect evidence (one officer in West Virginia).

The Law Enforcement Section in West Virginia is primarily geared to patrol
type activity related to game and fish enforcement with additional responsibility in
other types of environmental enforcement as a supplement to voluntary regulatory
compliance.

The Waste Management Section is charged with the responsibility to inspect
the regulated community for compliance. Noncompliance is usually dealt with
by the Waste Management Section through administrative procedures and civil
processes.

When a criminal act occurs in the regulated community neither section has been
geared to criminal investigations of these types of activities. Conservation officers
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